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Summary: This Paper highlights the tactics used by vested interest stake holders and well-

wishers of Feminists to silence the truth when they are exposed. This paper specifically 

demonstrate how SSRN (Social Science Research Network) handled the articles written 

and published and then on a flimsy accusation deleted them to hide the truth. 

Total 13 Papers were written by the Author and six of them were peer reviewed and 

accepted for publication. Most of the papers were liked and downloaded many times 

making them the TOP 10 articles within 60 days. However, this instigated the Feminists to 

take it down from the site at any cost.  

Key Findings: All of these papers were related to Men’s Issues, and their struggle in this 

biased world. This incident has made it clear that there is no scope for men, and they cannot 

even publish the real facts with evidence as it affects the vested interest of the Feminists. 

Methodology: Information for this report is sourced from SSRN (Social Science Research 

Network), various secondary sources, and various news publications, testimonies, survey 

statistics, etc.  

Introduction: It is the mostly Men who are against Men. It is the Men law makers who 

make laws against men which are favoring women. It is the Male judges who give biased 

Judgments with harsh punishment to men and being lenient to women for a similar Crime. 

There are no Studies on Men addressing the following questions: Why men commit 

suicide? How men are harassed? How legal terrorism is impacting their health? How do 

they suffer in silence? Why do they suffer in silence? How stressful life they lead, when 

they face abuse and humiliation at the hands of their beloved ones. So we at MyNation 

utilized the free time during Covid, collecting supporting material pertaining to such issues 

and wrote some articles on subjects relating to men. These study articles/reports/Papers 

were based on reviews of literature obtained from legal journals, medical journals, main 

stream media articles, NCRB and references from other study reports and published on 

SSRN from August 2020 onwards. Total of 14 Papers were submitted and out of 14, only 

7 were peer reviewed and accepted for publication by SSRN. 
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SCREENSHOT OF ALL THE PAPERS. 

 

ABOUT AUTHOR 

 

The early Indian men's rights movement was started in 2000 in Mumbai by activist and 

false accusation victim Rudolph 'Rudy' D'souza to help other victims of psychological 

abuse in marriage and false claims of dowry harassment.(Source: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Men%27s_rights_movement_in_India#2000%E2%80%932

005 ) 
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LINKS TO PAPERS ON SSRN: 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3726686 - BIAS BY BIRTH - 

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST MEN 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3722850  - GOLD DIGGERS : HOW 

TO MAKE EASY MONEY IN INDIA - WOMEN SPECIAL 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3717515 - MEN’S LIVES 

MATTERS – SUICIDES BY MEN - STUDY ON MEN’S HEALTH 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3712962 - SACRIFICING 

CHILDREN - TO EMPOWER WOMEN Yes 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3710115  - STUDY ON MEN'S 

HEALTH - EFFECTS OF LEGAL TERRORISM ON MEN’S HEALTH 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3704275  - CRIMES BY INDIAN 

WOMEN 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3699991  - Police Atrocities in Legal 

Terrorism 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3697040  - WMD’s of India – 

Weapons of Men’s Destruction 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3695617 - Legal Terrorism in 

Matrimonial Disputes – Solution for Legal Terrorism 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3695149  - The National 

Commission for Women, Exposed 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3673754  - Violence Against Men – 

False Accusation of Sexual Harassment 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3665508  - Section 498-B IPC, – A 

Much Needed Reform 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3665274  - Domestic Violence: The 

Male Struggle to Survive and Mental Health 
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On 19th November 2020 I received an Email with Subject line as [#M79-A24-3W9N] 

Ticket received: Your SSRN Papers. 

With a below message. 

 

It’s saying A Help Desk ticket has been opened on your behalf: Tracking ID M79-A24-3W9N 

but it was not opened by me and link directed to Help Desk site. 
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With a message 

After further review of your papers on SSRN and due to baseless 

inflammatory rhetoric, we are removing all of your papers from the site. 

So I sent reply as below 

Dear Sir / Madam 

 

I received your email stating that you have removed all my articles from your journal. In your justification for 

removing my articles, you have mentioned that my articles contain inflammatory rhetoric and unsubstantiated 

conclusions. You have also mentioned that I did not cite my conclusions and data properly. 

 

I here by raise strong objections for the removal of my articles which are already verified, published and in this 

regards I would like to ask you some questions from you: 

 

1. Can you please provide 2 or 3 examples from my articles where you have found the substance of inflammatory 

statements. 

 

2. All the data and facts given to my articles are properly cited and are based on data published by government 

agencies and a well-credible sources. Please can you provide 2 or 3 examples from my articles where such data 

is not cited properly. 

 

3. It is shocking to me that I was not given any opportunity to provide proper objections/justifications before 
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my articles were taken out. Can you please explain why I was not given such an opportunity? 

 

Sir / Madam, I published my work with you because your journal has a good reputation. Please answer all my 

objections objectively. 

 

Thanking you. 

 

 

I sent reply on 19/November/2020 and My Message was 

After responding it has been many days now and there is no reply from SSRN, that shows 

that they do not have words to justify their move which is totally unethical for such an 

Organization.  

As SSRN removed our articles on their website, but at the same time we replicated same 

Articles on our site https://mynation.net/, which can be found in below URLs 
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LINKS TO PAPERS ON MyNATION: 

https://mynation.net/voice/bias/  - BIAS BY BIRTH - DISCRIMINATION AGAINST 

MEN 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3722850/   - GOLD DIGGERS : HOW TO MAKE EASY 

MONEY IN INDIA - WOMEN SPECIAL 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3717515/  - MEN’S LIVES MATTERS – SUICIDES BY 

MEN - STUDY ON MEN’S HEALTH 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3712962/  - SACRIFICING CHILDREN - TO 

EMPOWER WOMEN Yes 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3710115/   - STUDY ON MEN'S HEALTH - EFFECTS 

OF LEGAL TERRORISM ON MEN’S HEALTH 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3704275/   - CRIMES BY INDIAN WOMEN 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3699991/   - Police Atrocities in Legal Terrorism 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3697040/   - WMD’s of India – Weapons of Men’s 

Destruction 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3695617/  - Legal Terrorism in Matrimonial Disputes – 

Solution for Legal Terrorism 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3695149/   - The National Commission for Women, 

Exposed 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3673754/   - Violence Against Men – False Accusation of 

Sexual Harassment 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3665508/   - Section 498-B IPC, – A Much Needed Reform 

https://mynation.net/voice/ssrn-3665274/   - Domestic Violence: The Male Struggle to 

Survive and Mental Health 
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We have the same Articles uploaded and available to readers. Anyone can read and 

Judge what the truth is and what SSRN is trying hard to hide or silence. 

As per our understanding it is not willfully removed by SSRN, as this was previously peer 

reviewed and accepted for publication Articles by them only. Now they have taken the 

extreme step of deleting by labeling it baseless, inflammatory, rhetoric articles. If these 

articles are baseless inflammatory rhetoric then why were they approved and published in 

the first place?. And all of a sudden how did they find that all these are baseless? For sure 

they are influenced by someone and it can be none other than the Feminists because only 

they have vested interests in the issues covered in these articles. Most of the articles openly 

exposes with valid data or media reports and other articles which affect false propaganda 

and money making business of these organizations. 

It is not that SSRN wanted to remove, but they were forced to remove the articles. If vested 

Interested influenced SSRN to remove it then I have right to demand on what basis vested 

Interests have asked to remove it? Have they provided any proof of their claim? If SSRN 

failed to ask then, SSRN is part of the same Vested Interest, feminist lobby. 

SSRN Please provide me the proof of my claims being BASELESS 

Voice against vested Interests is always inflammatory, rhetoric and that’s how feminist 

lobby term it. In our article, for every claim we have provided various proofs like NCRB 

data, Public Poll Data, mainstream media coverage and statements from the general Public, 

Victims of Legal Terrorism. If vested Interest call these articles as baseless, inflammatory, 

rhetoric and without any evidence, then it is another attempt to silence the Truth, Voice of 

the Voiceless. 

In my mail to SSRN I requested “Please provide 2 or 3 examples from my articles where 

you have found the substance of inflammatory statements.” But for days now there is no 

reply from SSRN and neither do I expect any response from them coz they do not have 

any. This shows SSRN removed my articles on pressure from their masters, the Feminists. 

If SSRN had a moral responsibility they would have asked me to justify every word I wrote 

in the articles proving it baseless, inflammatory, rhetoric but instead like a coward they 

removed all peer reviewed and accepted publication Papers, the articles submitted but not 

reviewed by Peers and the Author Profile as well. That shows its not about baseless 

inflammatory rhetoric statements, it’s about whom I write against. Which makes them so 

much afraid of my articles and me. 
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PROFILE PAGE URL: 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=4309387  

 

 

Our message to these Vested Interest, Feminists Lobby and Legal terrorists is that you can 

hide the truth, silence the truth, but you cannot erase the truth. Sooner than later there will 

be many voices echoed across the Globe, then there will be judgment and you will be 

judged. 
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We men face many type of Terrorism, like Legal terrorism, Alimony terrorism, Tax 

terrorism, Systematic Political Terrorism and now this MEDIA TERRORISM. We are 

happy to know that our articles reached the right place where it intended. Feminists lobby, 

and Legal terrorism supporters like WCD/NCW and Police are feeling the heat of it and in 

no time it will burn them soon. 
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